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I’m a design technologist at the intersection of data visualization, user experience and science. I strive 
to design great digital experiences that can impact real people, and I enjoy collaborating with diverse 
teams, conducting user research and tinkering with emerging technologies.
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Education Summary

2014

2018

Work Summary

6/2017 – present

B. Eng. Industrial Design Engineering
Costa Rica’s Institute of Technology (ITCR)
Thesis: Data Visualization for genomic data

MFA Information Design and Visualization (ongoing)
Northeastern University
Thesis: Helping Scientists See, Supporting Bioinformatics Through Visual Analytics

User Experience and Data Visualization Researcher
Harvard University/The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard

Key responsibilities

• Conceptualize and design new digital services in the field of infectious disease prevention and   

 surveillance

• Conduct ethnographic research with potential users of digital services in this field

• Create digital systems for the visual analysis of genomic and clinical data in collaboration with scientists

• Recommend best practices on the presentation of visual data for publications and expositions

Key achievements

• Integrated of the globally used health information management system DHIS2 with a local   

 JavaScript application for the geographic analysis of viral outbreak incidence

• Conceptualized a cross-platform digital service for health surveillance on Harvard University’s campus

• Collaborated with researchers in the creation of data visualizations for the analysis of genomic data  

 from Mumps outbreaks in the city of Boston

7/2016 – 5/2017 User Experience Graduate Assistant
Northeastern University (Academic Technology Services)

Key responsibilities

• Conceptualize and design digital products for campus-wide use

• Create web-based solutions using WordPress

• Conduct user research and usability testing for diverse products related to technology in higher   

 education

• Mentor and train colleagues in topics of user experience, usability and web design



7/2016 – 5/2017 UX Graduate Assistant
Northeastern University

Key achievements

• Creation of a campus-wide portal used to learn about data science and to access related softaware  

 and licenses

• Conducted focus groups and usability studies to evaluate various digital products

4/2016 –9/2016

7/2015 –4/2016

1/2015 - 5/2015

Information Design and UX Consultant
Volteo LLC/Intel

Key responsibilities

• Designed information charts and tools for Internet of Things (IoT) data consumption and analysis

• Worked with the technology team to provide modern web-based solutions to customers

• Provided advice and guidance in UX topics, such as usability, user interface and user testing

Key achievements

• Designed data visualization dashboards for real-time IoT sensors in buildings and stadiums

• Established a successful framework for collaboration between in-house designers and external 

providers through strategic design methodologies

UX & UI Designer
CityKnots (local startup company in Costa Rica)

Key responsibilities

• Prototyped, established information architecture, performed usability testing and interface design  

 for new digital web and mobile products and services

• Conducted strategic design meetings with various stakeholders

• Coordinated additional design and development tasks with external providers

Key achievements

• Completely designed the first version of the web and mobile versions of the service

• Created all the digital deliverables and design systems for the development team

• Established a pipeline for continuous improvement and delivery based on lean methodologies

Teaching Assistant – Interface Theory
Intl. Masters in Interaction Design – Veritas University (Costa Rica)

Key responsibilities

• Assisted and guided students in projects, assignments and strategies for completing deliverables

• Participated in in-class feedback sessions and provide clear guidelines for improvement

• Helped the instructor prepare and conduct lessons



Talks and publications

2017

2017

2016

2015

Personal essays

Oxford Bioinformatics – author
Visualization portal for genetic variation (VizGVar): a tool for interactive visualization of SNPs and 

somatic mutations in exons, genes and protein domains. Antonio Solano-Román, Verónica Alfaro-Arias, 

Carlos Cruz-Castillo, Allan Orozco-Solano – dx.doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btx694

Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard – instructor
Introduction to D3.js: introductory workshop aimed at training biomedical researchers in the field of 

data visualization using d3.js, a JavaScript library to create visualizations for the web

Proyecto Estado de la Nación – presenter
The importance of Data Visualization in Country Data Analysis: I described different approaches to use 

data visualization to address country-wide issues, at the Project “State of the Nation,“ a government 

agency that publishes national development statistics every year.

World Usability Day Costa Rica – presenter
VizPort: Transformando Datos en Conocimiento (VizPort: Turning Data into Knowledge). I discussed 

ways in which my work and the work of other designers can help scientists find new insights faster, 

specifically in the area of cancer research and genomic diseases.

Designing digital products for bioinformatics 
I discuss how designers can work together with scientists in the world of biotechnology, bioinformatics 

and pharmacology to leverage design solutions into data visualization and digital products

http://bit.ly/2mIMBh9

A roadmap for conducting UX and UI from the ground up
I expose my design process for user experience and user interface design in cases where products and 

services must be built from scratch

http://www.antonio-solano.com/blog/2016/1/7/ux-for-rd-my-experience-pt-i

Grants and schollarships

2017

2016

Northeastern University Graduate Thesis/Disertation Grant
Thesis: Helping Scientists See, Supporting Bioinformatics Through Visual Analytics

Northeastern University Graduate Merit Scholarship



Technical skills

Soft skills

Highly adaptive

Team player

Critical thinking

Goal oriented

Tolerant of change

Time management

Detail focused


